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50% of cM-HUs patients that will be found to harbor 
a mutation.40,41

Current treatment
Plasma exchange is the first-line treatment initiated at 

presentation of the syndrome, often before the results of 
differential diagnosis are available. However, more than 
50% of cM-HUs patients treated with plasma exchange 
or plasma infusion develop permanent renal damage, 
progress to end-stage renal disease or die within one 
year from diagnosis.42 Over the last decade, the terminal 
complement inhibitor, eculizumab, has revolutionized 
treatment of cM-HUs showing efficacy and safety and has 
been granted FDA approval for the indication of atypical 
HUs since 2011.43,44 

Although experience with eculizumab raised confi-
dence in the approach, its clinical use revealed certain 
limitations. First, treatment is often delayed or not ad-
ministered due to the lack of a confirmatory diagnostic 
assay and the high cost of the drug. second, clinical 
application of criteria for plasma exchange failure is not 
always straightforward. Diagnostic difficulties in the 
disease are highlighted by the fact that response to ecu-
lizumab is often used to confirm cM-HUs diagnosis.30 
third, vaccination is required at least 2 weeks before 
initiation of treatment in patients with a need of urgent 
treatment. Fourth, eculizumab is approved for life-long 
intravenous treatment, although cessation of treatment 
might be feasible in most of patients.45-49 If physicians 
and patients decide to discontinue eculizumab, close 
surveillance for signs and symptoms of recurrent tMA 
is recommended. 

Novel complement inhibitors
Numerous novel complement inhibitors are on the 

horizon, with some studied under phase 3 clinical trials. 
table 2 summarizes targets of novel complement inhibitors 
under development. the choice of the appropriate novel 
inhibitor needs to take into account the above-mentioned 
limitations of eculizumab treatment. 

c) other complement-related tMAs
-  Infection-associated hemolytic uremic syndrome 

(IA-HUS)
Infection-associated (IA) or typical or shiga-toxin-

secreting Escherichia coli (stEc) HUs presents mainly in 
children infected with shiga-toxin-secreting Escherichia 
coli 0157:H7. Other pathogens including different sub-
types of E. coli, Salmonella, Shigella and Campylobacter 
have been also detected.50 clinical manifestations vary 
from uncomplicated diarrhea to hemorrhagic colitis and 

tABle 2. targets of novel complement inhibitors in 
ongoing clinical trials

Targets Disease studied

c5 PNH, AMD, tMA, Vasculitis, 
HUs, Acute GI-GVHD, APs

c3/c3b AMD, PNH, tMA

APc c3 convertase PNH, tMA

APc and cP convertase transplantation, tMA

factor b AMD, tMA

factor D AMD, PNH

c1 HAE, transplantation, cAD

c4 cleavage tMA

MAsP-2 tMA

MAsP-3 PNH, tMA

Properdin AMD, PNH

APC: alternative pathway of complement; TMA: thrombotic microangiopathy; 
MASP: MBL-associated serine proteases; AMD: age-related macular 
degeneration; GI-GVHD: gastrointestinal track graft-versus-host disease; APS: 
antiphospholipid syndrome; PNH: Paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria; 
TMA: thrombotic microangiopathy; HAE: hereditary angioedema; CAD: 
cold-agglutinin disease

postdiarrheal HUs. Long-term renal dysfunction has been 
reported in about 30% of surviving HUs patients,51,52 with 
mortality rates up to 5%.53 Although complement activa-
tion has been implicated in the pathophysiology of the 
disease,54-57 its epidemic nature hinders prospective and 
functional studies. 

Management of IA-HUs remains supportive, without 
approved specific treatment. Additional therapies include 
plasma exchange, plasma infusions, immunoadsorption 
and antibiotics. terminal complement inhibition by ecu-
lizumab has also been used in IA-HUs with controversial 
results.50,58-60 A recent retrospective study has suggested 
that eculizumab is effective in patients with neurologic 
dysfunction and patients with sustained complement 
inhibition.61 Further prospective controlled studies are 
expected to clarify the role of complement inhibition in 
IA-HUs.

- HELLP syndrome

HELLP syndrome (hemolysis, elevated liver enzymes, 
and low platelets) is a severe form of preeclampsia rec-
ognized since 1982. It has been reported in up to 0.8% 




